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However, in an email from February 5, 2020, Dr. Robert L. Knobler, MD, PhD, informs Dr. Fauci that he, Dr. Knobler, has some “ novel ideas how HIV becomes AIDS ”, cf. ibid “For another time, I also ...
Dr. Fauci papers “novel ideas how HIV becomes AIDS”
Robert Ford and Trent Adkins shaped the bold, subversive, gossipy, funny, deeply engaged voice of Thing, felled by the AIDS pandemic in 1993.
Thirty years ago, a Black queer zine captured the scene that birthed house
There is a proposal, apparently already in the works, to turn Minnesota Avenue in downtown Bend into a pedestrian mall.
Guest Column: Making Minnesota Avenue a pedestrian mall is not a great idea
AI' is being used to profile people from their head vibrations – but is there enough evidence to support it? For the most part, no.
Let’s not trust AI to profile people from their head vibrations
Heavily into biomedical research, a family tragedy propelled her in the direction of the early detection of oral cancer through non-invasive sampling. Poring over microscopes in her laboratory in ...
All in the saliva: Lankan prof leads pioneering research on oral cancer
This week marks the 40th anniversary of the CDC's June 5, 1981, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report describing rare instances of immunocompromised status among 5 homosexual men in Los Angeles. The ...
A Q&A With HIV/AIDS Pioneer Dr Michael Gottlieb
Debora Wendiro loves science, especially agro-science and her home in Seeta, Mukono is a showroom of sorts. When we visited her recently, we saw several species of local mushroom in her backyard. She ...
Wendiro the food science research guru
If you're confused about opinion journalism and what it is, you're not alone. Many Americans are. But even so, the editorials, opinion columns and letters to the editor that fill the op-ed pages could ...
Newspapers can reduce polarization by focusing on local issues
This is part of PERI's economist interview series, hosted by C.J. Polychroniou. C.J. Polychroniou: Why did you choose to become an economist, and focus on health policy? Peter Arno: When I was in ...
Interview with Peter Arno - Economics, Public Health, Aids and Covid-19
Richard Seymour, a renowned research engineer at the Scripps Institution of Oceanography at UC San Diego, who envisioned a network to collect coastal data as a graduate student, died May 22, 2021. He ...
Richard Seymour: 1929-2021
Seventy-five years after the Nuremberg trials, the fight to bring the Holocaust perpetrators to justice continues.
75 years after Nuremberg, America’s top Nazi hunter looks back
CHINA is feared to have spent decades illicitly researching biological weapons at dozens of secretive sites ahead of a potential apocalyptic World War 3. The vast country is home to at least 50 ...
Inside China’s shadowy bioweapons unit ‘creating weaponised coronaviruses, bacteria bombs and anthrax ready for WW3’
Albert C. “Al” Doane, a lover of Lorain’s past and co-founder of the Lorain Historical Society, died June 4. He was 96.
Al Doane now part of history of city he loved, Lorain historians say
Dr. Anthony Fauci quietly worked behind the scenes to help cast doubt on the Wuhan lab leak possibility in favor of the natural origins hypothesis during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, ...
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Fauci worked behind the scenes to cast doubt on Wuhan lab leak hypothesis, emails show
Of the many military applications of biotechnology, the creation of biological weapons is the most lethal and offensive.
The View Behind the Wall: China’s Biowarfare Ambitions are Unsettling
It will blow your mind," Dr. Anthony Fauci writes of his celebrity status. "Our society is really totally nuts.” ...
11 Takeaways From Fauci’s Emails About COVID-19
Here are some of the best books to read if you want to learn about intersectional feminism, recommended by women's and gender studies professors.
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